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76. On Selberg’s Elementary ProoI oI the
Prime.Number Theorem.

By Tikao TATUZAWA and Kanesiroo ISEKI.

(Comm. by Z. SUETUNA, M.Z.A., July 12, 1951.)

Small Latin characters except x denote natural numbers; p
represeats a prime, and x denotes a real number 1.

A. Selberg obtained "recently an elementary proof of the
prime-number theorem using the following asymptotic formula:

(1) O(x) log’ x + ] oq() log fo 2x log’ + O(x),

where O(x) log p.
pz

We shall give in this note a simple proof above for

(2)
/ \

@(X) log X +,." ’k--nX )A.(n) ---2 x log x + O(x)

where we define

logp for n=p,
(x) ,A(n), A.(n)

O otherwise.

The formula (2) is as effective as (1) and may be used as a
substitute for (1) in the proof of the prime-umber theorem. (Of
course we could prove directly, if we wished, the equivalence of
he two formulae.)

We have clearly

( 3 ) log n

_
A (d),

and hence, by MSbius’ inversion-formula,

4 A.(n) (d) log -.
We find further, using (3),

(5)

log n log d+ O(log x)

x log x--x+ O(log x),
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A(n)[--] = A(n)=x log x+O(x),

( 6 ) x log x+ O(x) + O((x)).

If F(x) and G() are any wo functions defined for xl,
which are connected by he relation

(7) G(x) F() log x,

then we have, noing (4),

(8) F(x)log,+,,., F()A.(n),,
since we have

/,(d)={1 for n=l,
al,, 0 for n)l.

We now put, in (7) and (8),

( 9 ) F(x) l,’(x)--x + C+ 1,

where C is Euler’s constant. We have, using (5) and.the well-
known formula

yl, 1_ log x+C+O(’-x),
the following results

,(z)o o-o+o(o ),..
log x x log x+ Cx log x + O(log x),

(C+ 1) log x (C+ 1)x log x+ O(log x),

and hence
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G(x) (k(---x)-=- + C+ 1)log x
o (og x) o(V-X-).

We find therefore, by (8),

whence follows, by (9) and (6),

(x) log x+

xlog x +/ X---A(n)--(C+l) log x--(C+ 1) A(n)+O(x)

(10) log x+ O(x) + O(@(x))

Since (x) and A(n) are non-negative, we obtain, from (10),

k(x) (log x+ O(1))

___
O(x log x),

and hence

(11) (x) O(x).

Inserting (11) in (10), we find the desired formula (2).
It may be mentioned, as a subsidiary result, that the follow-

iag known formula follows at once from (11) and (6):

, A (n) log x + O(1).- n
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